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Abstract

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) usually consist of a set of embedded systems (CPS nodes) connected through
wireless communication, providing multiple functionalities that support different types of applications. During
CPS deployment, application tasks are mapped on the CPS nodes with the objective of enhancing real-time
performance, energy efficiency, and execution reliability. To satisfy these requirements, effective task mapping
approaches should be designed based on different types of tasks, platforms, application and system requirements.
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive survey regarding the task mapping methods in CPS.

1 Introduction

Embedded systems can support diverse functionalities on a tiny platform, e.g., data collection and processing, wire-
less communication. With the characteristics of simple structure, high degree of customization, low cost and low
power consumption, embedded systems have became the critical part of networked systems, such as Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS). They are widely used in the wireless nodes, such as sensors, actuators or controllers. The system
applications, including control, sensing, data processing and date transmission, contain multiple dependent tasks.
These tasks can be mapped on the wireless nodes so as to achieve the desired system performance. Following the
“Fog/Edge-computing” model, instead of collecting and sending all data to a remote Base Station (BS), a part of the
data processing is done on the wireless nodes, and thus, only a small part of pre-processed data is sent to the BS. As
a result, the use of system resources can be optimized.

During the task mapping process, i.e., task allocation and task scheduling, the constraints related to energy
consumption and real-time execution should be taken into account. This is because, most of the wireless nodes
have limited energy budget, especially for the energy-harvesting or battery-powered devices. In addition, real-time
responsiveness is required by many applications, e.g., mobile target tracking, as missing task deadline can have
serious consequences. With a proper task mapping scheme, the tasks can be executed in parallel on various nodes
so as to improve the real-time execution. On this basis, by employing energy efficiency methods, such as Imprecise
Computation (IC), Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), and Dynamic Power Management (DPM), the
time and the energy consumed to execute the tasks can be optimized. However, DVFS will influence the reliability
of task execution. Usually, the higher is the frequency to execute the tasks, the higher is the task reliability.

Energy efficiency, task deadline and reliability are important, but these are conflicting objectives, since enhancing
real-time execution and task reliability often require to consume more energy. Several methods have been proposed
to balance these requirements. In the rest of the paper, we will first provide the main preliminaries for system model
used in task mapping, and then, give a comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art.
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2 System Model

In this section, we describe the typical characteristics of the system model used for task mapping. Table 5 links the
task and platform model with the corresponding variables used in the task mapping methods.

Table 5: Link of main task and platform characteristics with task mapping variables.

Variables
Task model Platform model

IC Dependent Multi-core DVFS DPM Reliability Migration Network
Task frequency

√ √ √

Task allocation
√ √

Task sequence
√

Task start time
√

Task adjustment
√

Task duplication
√

Task partition
√

Node communication
√

2.1 Task Model

Tasks can be modeled as imprecise computation (IC) tasks and precise computation tasks, based on their character-
istics [1]. In the IC model, a task can be logically divided into: 1) a mandatory subtask, which guarantees the basic
QoS, and 2) an optional subtask, which further improves QoS. Both the mandatory subtask and the optional subtask
must be completed before the task’s deadline to generate a correct and in-time result, and the optional subtask is
executed after the mandatory subtask. By executing the mandatory subtask, we obtain the basic Quality of Service
(QoS). When the system resources are available, the optional subtask can be executed. The longer the optional sub-
task is executed, the better is the QoS of the result. Compared with the IC tasks, the precise computation tasks can
be considered as a special case of IC tasks, where the complete task corresponds to the mandatory subtasks, while
the optional subtask is empty.

The characteristics of an IC task τi can be described by a tuple {oi,Mi,Oi, ts
i ,Di,Ti} [2], where Mi is the manda-

tory subtask, oi is the optional subtask and it has an upper bound Oi, i.e., 0 ≤ oi ≤ Oi. Mi and Oi are measured in
Worst Case Execution Cycles (WCECs). ts

i , Di and Ti are the start time, the deadline and the period of task τi, respec-
tively. During the task mapping process, oi and ts

i are the optimization variables since they influence task scheduling
decision. A real-time application is usually consisting of a set of N dependent tasks {τ1, . . . ,τi, . . . ,τN}. They can be
described by a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) G(V ,E ), where vertexes V represent the set of tasks to be executed,
while edges E represent the data dependencies between the tasks. The dependency between the tasks can be further
described by an N×N binary matrix SSS, where si j = 1 represents task τi precedes task τ j, i.e., τ j starts after the end
time of τi, otherwise, si j = 0. Since the tasks are dependent, the adjustment of task start time ts

i and ts
j is restricted by

the task sequence si j.
Based on the IC task, the QoS function provides the obtained QoS based on the number of execution cycles

of the optional subtask. Usually, it can be formulated as: 1) Linear function, e.g., ∑
N
i=1(aioi + bi) [3]; or 2) Con-

cave function, e.g., ∑
N
i=1(αioi + βi

√
oi +
√

3γioi) [4]. The linear function models the case where the system QoS
increases uniformly during the optional subtask execution, while the concave function addresses the case where the
increase of QoS exhibits a continuously nondecreasing rate as the optional subtask execution goes on. Linear and
general concave functions are considered as the most realistic and typical QoS representation in the literature [5],
since they adequately capture the behavior of many application areas, such as image and speech processing, control
engineering, and automatic target recognition.

2.2 Platform Model

With the increasing requirements of high performance computation, low energy consumption and low task execu-
tion delay, single-core embedded systems are insufficient for data intensive applications, such as multimedia. High
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performance computation and low task execution delay usually require more energy consumption. To balance these
contradictory requirements, multi-core embedded systems are used. Multi-core platforms allow the computations to
be split and assigned to multiple processors, and each processor can run at a lower voltage and frequency. Compared
to a single-core system, this result has a higher energy and time efficiency. For example, the fire detection wireless
node MiLive-v2 [6] is equipped with three processor types: 1) a 8-bit low-power AVR processor (ATmega128rfa1),
which can be used to run simple tasks; 2) a 32-bit powerful ARM processor (ARM1176JZF), which can be used to
run more complicated tasks; and 3) a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) unit, which can be specially used for image
processing.

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and Dynamic Power Management (DPM) are two effective
methods to improve energy efficiency of task execution [7]. As long as the resource and application constraints
(e.g., task deadline) allow, the methods with DVFS/DPM achieve significant energy reductions. DVFS is able to
adjust the supply voltage/frequency of the processor during the task execution process, and thus, the time and the
energy required to execute the tasks can be optimized. The power consumption of a processor θk is expressed as
Pc

k = Ps
k +Pd

k [7], where Ps
k = Cs

kvρk
k is the static power of the processor ready to execute (being either on the ac-

tive or idle mode), Pd
k = Cd

k fkv2
k is the dynamic power of task execution. Cs

k, ρk and Cd
k are constants depending on

the type of processor. By lowering the supply voltage/frequency (vk, fk), quadratic savings in energy consumption
can be achieved. Based on the adjustment manner, DVFS can be classified as: 1) continuous DVFS [4]: the voltage
can be changed within the range [Vmin,Vmax]; and 2) discrete DVFS [2]: the processor can select L different volt-
age/frequency levels {(v1, f1), . . . ,(vl, fl), . . . ,(vL, fL)}. On the other hand, based on the length of duration, DVFS
can be classified as: 1) inter-task DVFS [2]: the voltage/frequency of processor stays constant during the execution
of a task; 2) intra-task DVFS [8]: the voltage/frequency of processor can be changed during the execution of a task.

When the assigned tasks are finished, the processor will switch from the active mode to the idle mode. In
addition, when the idle interval of the processor is longer than a certain threshold Tth (called break-even time), the
processor will turn into the sleep mode. The transition time and energy overhead is very small compared to the time
and energy required to complete a task. Such overheads are typically incorporated into the execution time and energy
of the task [9]. According to the start time ts

i and the end time te
i of each task τi, i.e., to adjust the idle interval, the

processor can directly switch from the active model to the sleep mode through the DPM. Since sleep mode consumes
less energy than idle mode, DPM can further reduce the energy consumption of task execution.

Although the energy efficiency of task execution can be enhanced through the DVFS, DVFS has a negative
impact on reliability, mainly due to the increased transient fault rates at low supply voltage/frequency levels. Usually,
the reliability follows a Poisson distribution model [10]. When a processor θk uses voltage/frequency level (vk, fk)
to execute a task τi with Ci cycles, the reliability of task execution is

Rik = e−λ×10
d( fmax− fk)
fmax− fmin ×Ci

fk , (16)

where fmax = max{ f1, . . . , fL} and fmin = min{ f1, . . . , fL}, λ and d are the constants related to fault rate and sensi-
tivity. Eq. (16) shows that the higher frequency used to execute the tasks, the higher reliability can be obtained. To
improve task reliability, besides DVFS, task replication can be also used. For instance, by applying selective task
duplication, task τi is duplicated when its execution reliability is lower than a given threshold Rth. Then, task τi and
its duplicated task are executed on a different processor, since it is unlikely that the execution of both original and
duplicated tasks on different processors fails [11]. Therefore, if the reliabilities of original and duplicated tasks are
Rim and Rin, respectively, the total reliability of task τi becomes Ri = 1− [1−Rim][1−Rin].

Based on the processor’s characteristics, multi-core embedded systems can be divided into: 1) homogeneous
platform, and 2) heterogeneous platform. For the homogeneous platform, the processors are the same, and thus,
they have the same frequency characteristics (e.g., minimal, maximal and operating frequencies). However, for the
heterogeneous platform, the processors are divided into several clusters, where each cluster consists of a set of
symmetric processors that have the same frequency characteristics. Since the processors of heterogeneous platform
have different voltage/frequency levels, a task execution efficiency λik ∈ (0,1] is usually introduced to describe the
task execution efficiency (i.e., the heterogeneity) [9]. Correspondingly, the Worst Case Execution Time (WCET)
of task τi, when it is executed on processor θk, is calculated as Ci

fkλik
. In addition, some heterogeneous platforms,
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e.g., ARM big.LITTLE platform [12, 13], can support task migration, which means a task can migrate from one
cluster (e.g., big cluster) to another cluster (e.g., LITTLE cluster) during task execution, and thus, the efficiency and
the schedulability of task execution can be further enhanced. The methods mentioned above and the corresponding
optimization variables are summarized in Table 5.

For the networked systems, since the nodes are connected with each other wirelessly, when dependent tasks are
assigned to different nodes for execution, the nodes will spend time and energy for data communication [14]. Since
the communication range of each node is limited, the task allocation decision will influence the communication cost
of the nodes. Hence, we also need to optimize task-to-node allocation. As the task is time sensitive and the energy
budget of the node is limited, this impact should be formulated. To achieve that, we can introduce an energy matrix
EEE = [eβγk]M×M×M and a time matrix TTT = [tβγ ]M×M, where M is the number of the nodes. eβγk is the energy consumed
by a node θk when relaying unit of data from node θβ to node θγ , and tβγ is the time required to transmit unit of data
from node θβ to node θγ . Therefore, based on the matrices EEE and TTT , we obtain the corresponding communication
cost under the given task allocation decision [15].

3 Task Mapping Methods

The basic task mapping contains two steps: 1) task allocation: determines on which processor/node should the task be
executed, and 2) task scheduling: determines when a task starts and ends its execution. Table 6 classifies the relevant
state-of-the-art methods, presented in this section, based on 1) the task model (Imprecise, Precise), 2) the target
platform (Embedded, Networked), 3) the constraints (Energy, Real-Time, Reliability), 4) the objective (Minimize
Energy, Balance Energy, Maximize Reliability, Maximize QoS), and 5) the achieved solutions (Heuristic, Optimal)
of task mapping problem under study.

Table 6: Task Mapping Methods

Ref. Task Platform Constraints Objective Solution
Imprecise Precise Embedded Networked Energy Real-time Reliability MinE. BalE. MaxR. MaxQoS H. O.

[16]
√ √ √ √ √

[17]
√ √ √ √ √

[9]
√ √ √ √ √

[7]
√ √ √ √ √

[18]
√ √ √ √ √

[19]
√ √ √ √ √

[20]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[21]
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

[22]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[23]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[10]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[11]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[24]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[4]
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

[25]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[26]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[5]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[3]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[27]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[28]
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

[29]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[30]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[31]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[32]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[33]
√ √ √ √ √ √

[14]
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

3.1 Task Mapping on Embedded Systems

Existing task mapping methods can be classified as Energy-aware task mapping and QoS-aware task mapping.
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3.1.1 Energy-Aware Task Mapping

Energy-aware task mapping problem usually considers the precise computation task model and the aim to minimize
the energy consumption under energy, real-time and reliability constraints.

When the voltage/frequency level is discrete, the corresponding task mapping problem is usually formulated
as Integer Programming (IP), e.g., [16, 17, 9]. To efficiently solve the task mapping problem, a hybrid Genetic
Algorithm (GA) is proposed in [16], a polynomial-time two-step heuristic is designed in [17], and the IP problem
is relaxed to a Linear Programming (LP) in [9]. Combining DVFS and DPM, a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming
(MILP)-based task mapping problem is considered in [7] and the problem is solved by CPLEX solver.

When the voltage/frequency level is continuous, a convex task mapping problem is proposed in [18] and the prob-
lem can be solved by using polynomial-time methods. In [19], Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP)
is used to formulate the task mapping problem. The problem is relaxed to an MILP by linear approximation and is
solved by Branch and Bound (B&B) method.

If multiple system requirements are taken into account, the complex coupling between the optimization variables
makes the problem difficult to solve, especially when the coupling is non-linear and non-convex. The common
methods to deal with the nonlinear items include: 1) linear approximation [19], and 2) variables replacement [7].

Taking the task reliability into account, existing methods include reliability-optimized task mapping [20, 21, 22]
and energy-optimized task mapping [23, 10, 11]. The aim of reliability-optimized task mapping is to maximize task
reliability under system resource and application constraints. Regarding energy-optimized task mapping, the aim is
to minimize energy consumption, under energy supply, task reliability and real-time constraints.

To maximize the reliability of task execution, as well as to meet energy supply, task dependency and task deadline
constraints, the dynamic and static methods are proposed in [20] and [21] to allocate and schedule dependent tasks
on the multi-core platforms. The multi-objective task mapping problem is consider in [22], where the aim is to
simultaneously maximize the reliability and the lifetime of tasks.

DVFS is applied in [23] to meet task reliability constraint. Since task duplication is not taken into account,
higher voltage/frequency level may require to execute the tasks. In [10], full replication is used to meet reliability
constraint, and thus, each task is replicated once at least. Although more tasks being duplicated, higher reliability is
achieved while task redundancy is incurred, more energy and time are required to execute the tasks. DVFS and task
duplication are combined in [11] and [24], where the only partial tasks are duplicated.

3.1.2 QoS-Aware Task Mapping

Existing works consider the QoS-aware task mapping problem using the IC task model and having a goal to maxi-
mize the QoS under a set of realtime and/or energy supply constraints.

The target platforms studied in [4] and [25] are single-core platforms. Therefore, there is no need to consider
task allocation decision. Although some works target at multi-core platforms, e.g., [26, 5, 3, 27, 28], they focus on
different contexts. For example, the task-to-processor allocation is fixed and given in advance for all the tasks in [26],
each processor has a predefined frequency in [5, 3], the tasks are independent in [28], and the multi-objective task
mapping is consider in [27] with the aim is to maximize the QoS as well as to minimize the energy consumption.
For tractability reasons, the variable, optional subtask adjustment, is usually considered as continuous variable in
the above studies. When task mapping problem is solved, the result is rounded down. As the tasks execute typically
hundreds of thousands of cycles, this impact is negligible [4].

The QoS-aware task mapping problem is a well-known NP-hard problem. Hence, finding an optimal solution
satisfying all the given constraints (e.g., energy efficiency, deadline, QoS, task dependency, and DVFS) is very
difficult and time consuming. The methods that used to solve the aforementioned problems can be classified into
two main classes. The first class includes the methods based on heuristics, e.g., [25, 26, 3, 27]. The second class
includes the methods that always produce an optimal solution, e.g., [4, 5, 28].

The heuristic methods mentioned above usually adopted a multi-step optimization, i.e., to decouple the variables
and to determine their values in sequence. For instance, a two-step heuristic is proposed in [3]. The aim of the first
step is to find a proper task-to-processor allocation, such that the energy consumption is minimized. With the given
task allocation decision, the energy consumed to execute one task is proportional to the length of its optional subtask.
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Based on the given task allocation decision, the aim of the second step is to adjust the optional subtasks so as to
maximize OoS under the energy supply constraint. Although the heuristic methods are able to find feasible solutions
in a short amount of time, they do not provide the bounds on the solution quality. In addition, they are sensitive to
the problem structure, i.e., when new assumptions or constraints are taken into account they must be redeveloped.

On the other hand, to find the optimal solution, the common methods include: 1) convex optimization [4, 5], and
2) Benders Decomposition (BD) [28]. Instead of solving the binary and the continuous variables of MILP problem
simultaneously, BD technique decomposes the original problem into two smaller problems with less variables and
constraints: an ILP-based Master Problem (MP) and a LP-based Slave Problem (SP). Then, it solves the subproblems
by utilizing the solution of one in the other. By doing so, the computation time can be significantly reduced. In each
iteration, the current MP is solved to determine a lower bound for the original problem along with the temporary
values of the binary variables. And then the SP is solved to obtain an upper bound by utilizing the solution of
MP. The bounds are updated if the stopping criterion, i.e., the gap between the upper and lower bounds is smaller
than a predefined threshold, is not met, and a new constraint (i.e., Benders cut) is generated by using the solution
of SP and is added to MP in next iteration. As the BD method runs in an iterative way, the stopping criteria can
serve as the controllable parameters to trade-off the quality of the solution (i.e., system QoS) and the computational
complexity (i.e., computing time). In addition, as the computational complexity of BD method is dominated by the
cost of solving the ILP-based MP, an accelerated BD method is proposed in [2], without violating optimality of the
solution. This method replaces the optimal solution of MP with the feasible solution and uses it for the iteration
between the MP and the SP. The structure of BD algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.

Master Problem (ILP)

Slave Problem (SP)

Integer variables, e.g., task allocation, frequency
assignment, task duplication, task sequence

Continuous variables, e.g., task start time, task
adjustment, task partition

New
constraints

Integer
solution

MILP

Figure 1: The structure of BD algorithm.

3.2 Task Mapping on Networked Systems

In the networked systems, there are various approaches to map dependent tasks on the wireless nodes, e.g., [29, 30,
31, 32, 33, 14]. In [29], the objective of task mapping is to minimize the energy consumption of the nodes with
low energy level, and thus, the system lifetime can be enhanced. To solve this task mapping problem a multi-step
heuristic method is designed. Similar task mapping problem is studied in [30], while a game theory approach is
proposed to find the solution. However, the voltage/frequency levels of the processors are fixed in these approaches.
The problems of task mapping and DVFS are jointly addressed in [31] and [32], based on the idea of problem
decomposition, a heuristic method [31] and an optimal method [32] are presented to solve complex optimization
problems. In [33], by using evolutionary algorithms (ant colony and bee colony) to perform task mapping, the
energy consumption of the nodes for data communication and task execution can be minimized. The above methods
assume that one node transmits data to another node through a fixed path. Since the wireless nodes are connected
with each other through a mesh network, the communication between the nodes can be performed through multiple
routing paths. The multi-path data routing is considered in [14], where the aim to enhance system lifetime, i.e., to
balance the energy consumption of the nodes. The task mapping problem is first formulated as an Integer Non-Linear
Programming (INLP) and then is solved by greedy algorithm.
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4 Conclusion

This survey provides a current view of task mapping problem in CPS. We follow a three-step approach to summarize
the recently published papers in the relevant area. More precisely, a task classification is obtained regarding he
characteristics of task models, including the task dependency and the adjustment of execution cycles. A platform
classification is proposed based on the platform type and the functions of the processor/node. Finally, the task
mapping methods are classified, based on task and system under study, using task and system classifications.
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